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Abstract- Brassinosteriods (BRs) are important plant growth hormones playing pivotal role in controlling gene expression 
during plant growth and development. Although the functions of BRs in Arabidopsis and rice have been elucidated by using 
BR deficient mutant or BR insensitive mutants, knowledge of their physiological roles inazuki bean (Vignaangularis) is still 
limited. The aim of this work is using Yucaizol, a specific BR biosynthesis inhibitor developed in our laboratory, to elucidate 
the functions of BRs in Vignaangularis growth and development. Specific inhibitors of plant hormone biosynthesis are useful 
chemical agents to elucidate the functions of plant hormones. In the present work, we used Yucaizol to determine the effects of 
Yucaizol on growth of Vignaangularis seedlings.Yucaizol significantly inhibits the stem elongation of Vigna angularis 
seedling. The 50% inhibition of stem elongation of Yucaizol against Vigna angularis seedlings was estimated approximately 
0.89 ± 0.2 pmol/plant. 
 
Index Terms- Barassinosteriod, Brassinosteroid Biosynthesis Inhibitors, Yucaizol, Plant Hormone. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Plant growth and development are regulated by a 
complex mechanism of plant hormone signaling 
transduction networks. Brassinosteriods (BRs) are 
important plant growth hormones playing pivotal role 
in controlling gene expression during plant growth and 
development [1]. The use of transgenic techniques to 
manipulate endogenous BRs levels has a remarkable 
effect on plant growth. Overexpression of DWARF4, 
an enzyme that catalyzes a rate-limiting step in BRs 
biosynthesis, enhances plant growth and seed yield in 
Arabidopsis thaliana (hereafter Arabidopsis) [2]. 
Similarly, transgenic rice plants overexpressing a 
sterol C-22 hydroxylase that catalyzes a key step in 
BRs biosynthesis show increased biomass and seed 
yields [3]. 
There are tremendous needs for crop production under 
the artificial light conditions. For example, 
development of energy-saving technologies for plant 
production is of significant importance in plant 
factory[4]. The plant factory is a facility that aids the 
production of high-quality vegetables all year round 
by artificially controlling the cultivation environment. 
Currently, many plant factory are operated across 
Japan, cultivating lettuce, herbs, tomatoes, 
strawberries, and so on [5]. Great efforts have been 
made in optimal the physiological processes of plants 
in plant factory [6]. One problem prevents the plant 
factory to cultivate some important crop plants is 
lodging. Thus, chemicals that promotes 
photosynthesis as well as induce dwarf phenotype of 
plants are potential agents to develop new 
technologies for crop production in plant factory. 
We have previously shown that Yucaizol (the 
structure is shown in Fig. 1), a specific inhibitor of BR  
biosynthesis which was developed in our laboratory, 
stimulates the photosynthesis gene expressions [7-11].  

 
Moreover, Yucaizol is a potent inhibitor on reducing 
plant height which prevents plant from lodging 
[12-13]. Based on these facts, Yucaizol may be useful 
for development new technologies for plant 
production under the dim light condition. Although the 
biological activity of Yucaizol has been determined in 
Arabidopsis and rice [12-13], knowledge of its 
biological effects on azuki bean is still limited. To 
verify this possibility, we determined the effects of 
Yucaizol on growth of azuki bean seedling in the dim 
light. We found that Yucaizol significantly reduced 
plant height of azuki bean. 
 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
A. Chemicals  
Synthesis and purification of Yucaizol were carried 
out according to a method described previously [10]. 
Other reagents of the highest purity were purchased 
from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., LTD. (Tokyo, 
Japan) or Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. 
(Tokyo, Japan). All the chemicals for biological 
studies, unless otherwise described, were dissolved in 
DMSO and store at -30°C before use. 
B. Plant seeds and growth conditions 
Seeds of Azuki bean were purchased from Utane Co. 
Ltd., (Utsunomiya Japan). Seeds were sown in soil and 
grown in controlled environments (continuous light 
irradiation 40 mol m-2 s-1) at 30 °C. 
 

 
Fig.1 The chemical structure of Yucaizol 
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C. Chemical treatment of plants 
One-days-old azuki bean plants were sprayed with an 
aqueous solution of Yucaizol (100 mM containing 
0.1% DMSO at a designed amount, approximately 
1-100 pmol/plant). The plants were allowed to 
continue to grow in soil for observations of 
chemical-induced phenotypes. Plants sprayed with an 
aqueous solution of DMSO were used as a control. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Effect of Yucaizol on growth of Azuki bean 
To determine the effect of Yucaizol on inhibition of 
azuki bean plant height, one-day-old plants were 
s p r a ye d  wi t h  Y u ca i z o l  ( a ppr ox i m a t el y 1 
pmol/plant).Plants without chemical treatment were 
used as a control. As shown in Fig. 2A, plants treated 
with Yucaizol displayed a dwarf phynotype with a 
thick stem in comparison of none chemical treated 
control. The average height of plants of none chemical 
treated control was found approximately 20.4 ±1.2 cm, 
wh i l e  th e plan t  h eigh t  of  Yuca iz ol t r ea t ed  

 

 
Fig. 2. Effect of Yucaizol on growth of Azuki bean. 

 
Image of control (left) and Yucaizol treated 
(right)Azuki bean plants grown in the continuous light 
for 4 days. (B). Average plant height plotted from the 
data of 6-8 plants. All the experiment were done at 
least three times to establish the repeatability. 
 
(approximately1 pmol/plant) plants were found 
approximately 9.6 ± 0.8 cm, respectively(Fig. 2b). 
This result clearly indicated that Yucaizol exhibits 

inhibitory activity on retardation the plant height of 
azuki bean in our experiment conditions. 
 
Next, we determined the does-dependent effect of 
Yucaizol on retardation the plant height of azuki bean 
plants. Three concentrations of Yucaizol were applied 
to the one-day-old azuki bean plants. As shown in Fig. 
3A, Yucaizol reduced the plant height of azuki bean 
plants in a dose dependent manner, Fig. 3B displayed 
the average plant height of 3-5 plants. Our result 
clearly indicated that the plant height was reduced 
significantly. The IC50 of Yucaizol on inhibition of 
azuki bean plant height was found approximately 0.89 
± 0.2 pmol/plant in our experiment condition. 
 
Data obtained from present work clearly indicated that 
Yucaizol display potent inhibitory activity on reducing 
plant height of azuki bean plants. Although BR 
biosynthesis inhibitors display inhibitory activity on 
reducing plant height in many plant species, including 
Arabidopsis, rice, tobacco, cress. This is the first 
report for BR biosynthesis inhibitor on retardation the 
azuki bean plant. There are tremendous needs for 
reducing plant height thereby avoiding  
 

 
Fig.3 Does-response of Yucaizol on inhibition of plant height. 

 
(A): Image of control (left) and Yucaizol treated 
(right) azuki bean plants grown in the continuous light 
for 4 days. (B). Average plant height plotted from the 
data of 3-5 plants. All the experiment were done at 
least three times to establish the repeatability.  
lodging of plants in a condition of dim light such as 
plant factory.we expect further studies on the 
application use of Yucaizol may lead to develop new 

Control 
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technologies for promoting crop production in terms 
of resistance to plant lodging. 
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